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Have you ever noticed most apps are 
fundamentally the same?

They are mostly combining pre-existing concepts in new ways











Problem



DatabasesServer-side 
programming

A lot of work

Client-side 
programming

API Design Usability Security
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Opportunity

• concept reuse + simple assembly 

• reduce the amount of knowledge & effort 
required to build web apps 

• allow end-users to build more sophisticated 
apps themselves
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• capture and reuse concept design & 
implementation

• in HTML, no JS or server-side code

• join concept actions for aggregate 

behavior

• complex behavior

• rich graphical user interfaces

Like

Scoring

create-score show-target

Comment

…



Key Ideas



1. Concepts as Modules
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Purpose: Score items

create-score show-target

…
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Concept: Scoring
Purpose: Score items

create-score show-target

… exports 
components

Component includes:

• GUI element

• reactive I/O properties

• server-side action

motivated by 
end-user 
purpose

self-contained, 
reusable increment 

of functionality



2. Full-stack Modules
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action

Scoring Concept

id content
“hello world”1af

state of concept 
changes

user interacts 
with component



3. Declarative 
Synchronization
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4. ID Sharing
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server

database

create-post 
action

Post Concept

submit-post

goal: create 
post with 

initial score
create-post

create-score 
action

Scoring Concept

create-score targetId=gen-id.id

gen-id

id=gen-id.id
user interacts with 

create-post

id content
“hello world”1af

id value sourceId targetId
5 3a9 1af2zf same ID

same ID



Building Apps with Déjà Vu



A Sample Déjà Vu App



A Sample Déjà Vu App
authentication

post

scoring 
(x2)

comment









Catalog
Concept Purpose
Authentication Verify a user’s identity with a username and password 
Authorization Control access to resources 

Chat 
 Exchange messages in real time 

Comment 
 Share reactions to items 

Event Schedule events 

Follow 
 Receive updates from sources 

Geolocation 
 Locate points of interest 

Group 
 Organize members into groups so that they can be handled in aggregate 

Label 
 Label items so that they can be found later 

Match 
 Connect users after they both agree 

Passkey 
 Verify a user’s identity with a code 

Property 
 Describe an object with properties that have values 
Ranking 
 Rank items 

Rating 
 Crowdsource evaluation of items 

Schedule 
 Find a time to meet 

Scoring 
 Keep track of scores 

Task 
 Keep track of pieces of work to be done 

Transfer 
 Transfer money or items between accounts 
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generate ID
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user clicks on 
button

run create-post action

submit-post.html

run create-
score action

trigger run
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show-post.html

load post
component input



show-post.html

post url

post title

post author



What People Do Today



Conventional Approaches

• General-purpose tools 

• Content Management Systems 

• End-User Development Tools
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Examples



1. Secret Party



Landing Page



Party Page
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Challenge: lots of functionality
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landing.html

generates 
secret code 
server-side 

hide component



landing.html

redirect
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generate ID
ID used
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ID used



Landing Page



user clicks 
button Landing Page



Party Page



party.html

retrieve 
party ID

get logged-
in passkey



party.html

show date 
& time



party.html

show map 
with location
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styles.scss
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CSS rules
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Secret Party

< 60 LoC



2. Top Movie



Landing Page



upvote 
movie

movies by # votes

Top Movies Page



Challenge: integration

authentication movie posting

upvoting



Top Movie



dvconfig.json

upvoting

register users

save movies
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submit 
movie
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create movie 
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show movies by 
# upvotes



top-movies.html

component 
input



show-movie.html



show-movie.html

upvote movie



show-movie.html

show movie info



Top Movie

authentication movie posting

upvoting



3. Family Log



Landing Page



Parent Home



Parent Home





Child Home



Challenge: custom behavior
only parents can 

create child 
accounts



Family Log
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dvconfig.json

associate entry 
with parent



dvconfig.json

parent & child 
authentication



dvconfig.json

associate a parent 
with their children



landing.html

create parent



create child

add to parent’s 
group

authenticate 
parent

register 
child



child-home.html



child-home.html

find the group the 
logged-in child is 

part of



child-home.html

show log

use group ID



child-home.html

use group ID



parent 
creates child

Parent Home



Platform Implementation
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Security



Security

gateway
Post server

Scoring server/



Evaluation



Research Questions

• Can we build non-trivial apps without building app-
specific concepts?


• How does the effort required to build an app using Déjà 
Vu compare to using standard general-purpose tools?


• How does the quality of Déjà Vu applications compare to 
those applications built with standard general-purpose 
tools?



Best Student Projects
App Purpose

Accord Support musical bands in the selection of setlists

ChoreStar Make it easy for parents to assign chores to children
EasyPick 
 Recommend classes to college students
GroceryShip 
 Facilitate peer grocery delivery between students

Lingua Develop language skills by chatting with native speakers

Listify Crowdsource opinion-based rankings of anything
LiveScorecard 
 Provide a live leaderboard for climbing competitions
MapCampus 
 Allow students to plan events on campus
Phoenix 
 Help people discuss mental health and make friends
Potluck 
 Help people plan parties where guests bring supplies
Rendezvous 
 Plan public events on campus
SweetSpots 
 Mark spots on a map and review spots added by others
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1. Modularity Analysis















2. Effort Comparison
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c used in a
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Déjà Vu 
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used concepts 
code

share cost of 
developing 

concept



EffortSavings(a) =

𝙻𝚘𝙲(adv) + ∑
c used in a

ftech × 𝙻𝚘𝙲(c)
# of apps that use c

fΔ × 𝙻𝚘𝙲(as)

Effort Savings Metric
account for tech 

differences

account for 
functionality 
differences



Metric Interpretation

EffortSavings(a) < 1

EffortSavings(a) ≥ 1

less effort to 
use Déjà Vu

more effort to 
use Déjà Vu



ftech = fΔ = 0.9



ftech = fΔ = 0.9





same concept, 
multiple instances





ftech = fΔ = 0.9
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Concept implementations

Student Implementations

48% less code

Déjà VuGeneral-purpose Tools

12 KLoC

18 KLoC

56 KLoC

26 KLoC
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48% less code
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18 KLoC

56 KLoC

26 KLoC

with only 12 
apps



Déjà Vu applications

Student Implementations

80% less code

Déjà VuGeneral-purpose Tools

12 KLoC

56 KLoC

44 KLoC



3. Usability
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Anomalous Concept

how long?

was there 
an error?



Déjà Vu



Internally Inconsistent Concept

can’t input 
upper-case 

text
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use upper-
case code



Internally Inconsistent Concept

can’t log-in to 
competition
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Concept Coupling



Concept Coupling

update 
profile

update 
password



Concept Coupling



Déjà Vu



Problem Student Implementation Déjà Vu Implementation Mitigated by

Anomalous 
Concept

concept reuse

Internally 
Inconsistent 
Concept

concept as module

Concept 
Coupling

concepts 
decoupled by 

default
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Feature-Oriented Programming
Batory, O’Malley, Apel, Kastner, … - late 80’s

different 
granularity to 

that of a concept

features are applied 
to a program in a 
predefined way

similar in spirit 
to Déjà Vu

not full-stack
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Netflix, Amazon, … - around 2011

source: “microservices” - Lewis, Fowler



Microservices Architecture
Netflix, Amazon, … - around 2011

source: “microservices” - Lewis, Fowler

typically 
involves more 

than one 
concept

typically server-side 
functionality only



Stuff I Didn’t Tell You 
About



Formal Semantics



Graphical Environment
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Discussion



How Many Concepts?
Concept
Authentication
Authorization
Chat 

Comment 

Event
Follow 

Geolocation 

Group 

Label 

Match 

Passkey 

Property 

Ranking 

Rating 

Schedule 

Scoring 

Task 

Transfer 


App
Accord
ChoreStar
EasyPick 

GroceryShip 

Lingua
Listify
LiveScorecard 

MapCampus 

Phoenix 

Potluck 

Rendezvous 

SweetSpots 


10k apps ? concepts

…

…



Concept Usage Distribution?

concept

# uses



What Apps Are Better 
Suited for Déjà Vu?

EffortSavings(a) =

𝙻𝚘𝙲(adv) + ∑
c used in a

ftech × 𝙻𝚘𝙲(c)
# of apps that use c

fΔ × 𝙻𝚘𝙲(as)





The Big Picture

conceptual integrity is “the most 
important consideration in system 

design”

a designer should craft a system 
image that reflects the conceptual 

model of the design
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• New way to build software product lines 

• New way to structure code within an application
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